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Hurricane Harvey/Irma Disaster Assistance
FEMA recently issued a fact sheet to address confusion on whether proof of a denial of
claims is necessary to qualify for FEMA individual assistance. The official notice states:

 If you have flood and/or homeowners insurance and believe you incurred a covered loss,
you should file a claim with your insurance carrier.

 Though the National Flood Insurance Program (NFIP) does not cover additional
living expenses, you may be eligible for this type of assistance from the Federal Emergency Management
Agency (FEMA) for your uninsured or underinsured disaster-caused expenses or serious needs, including
temporary housing assistance.

Bouncing Back After A Disaster
Harvey and Irma are grim reminders that Mother Nature doesn’t play by the rules, so we should learn to expect
the unexpected. If disaster were to strike this moment, would you be ready? What about your employees?
According to the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA), more than 40% of businesses never reopen
after a disaster, and for those that do, only 29% were still operating after two years. And guess what likely
becomes of those that lost their information technology for nine days or more after a disaster? Bankruptcy
within a year.

If there is a lesson to be learned from the last few weeks, it is that we all need to be prepared for natural
disasters and weather emergencies. This applies to businesses as well as to individuals. After seeing some of the
current droughts, wildfires, tornadoes, and most recently, hurricanes and flooding damage, you should review
your disaster recovery plans. Many businesses are only now discovering that the plans they had in place were
not adequate to help them recover from these disasters. Disaster recovery plans are designed to help you keep
your employees safe while responding to an interruption in services and restoring your organization's critical
business functions. To ease the recovery process, plans need to be made well in advance of a disaster. Plans for
backup systems, locations, and equipment should be in place to minimize down time. If a disaster does strike,
you'll have your plan to walk you through your recovery steps, which may include:

 Gathering staff off-site, notifying authorities, and arranging for repairs;

 Making contact with local media to get information out to your employees and the community;

 Stabilizing buildings. Make sure to wear proper personal protective equipment before entering structures, and
of course, make sure structures are sound. Remove debris and try to prevent mold outbreaks by setting up fans
or dehumidifiers.

 Documenting the condition of buildings, furniture, equipment, and other objects. Take notes and photographs.

 Conducting a damage assessment. You may need an on-site evaluation from your insurance representative for
this. Make a rough estimate of the extent and nature of the damage. Keep an eye out for threats to worker
safety.

 Retrieve and protect undamaged items. Move these items to a dry part of the building — or off-site. Salvage
what you can, and check items daily for mold growth.

 Begin planning for offsite production or worksites to get the business up and running again.

With the assistance of Catto & Catto’s interactive tools, you can set up a customized written
disaster recovery plan to ensure your company can continue all aspects of your core business
processes and safely resume normal operations as quickly as possible. In addition, you can train your
employees in disaster recovery using tailored training lessons to help them better
understand their role in helping to bounce back from a disaster.



Abbott Says Texas Relief Bill May Top $120B
Two days after President Donald Trump asked Congress for $8B in initial relief for Harvey,
Texas Governor Greg Abbott said his state may ultimately need more than the $120B that

the U.S. spent on Hurricane Katrina recovery. “When you look at the number of homes that have been
mowed down and destroyed and damaged, this is going to be a huge catastrophe that people need to come to

grips with…It’s going to take years for us to be able to overcome this challenge.” Abbott said Trump and Congress made
it clear that the president’s initial request for $7.85B “is just a down payment.” The governor said more than 5M people
were affected by the storm, and both the population and geographic size involved is larger than that of Katrina, which
hit Louisiana in 2005, and Hurricane Sandy, which hit the northeast in 2012, combined.

OSHA E-Reporting Portal Reopens
OSHA reopened its Injury Tracking Application (ITA) on August 25, after 9 a.m. and will continue its
established security monitoring. The site had been shut down since August 14, when OSHA received
an alert from the Department of Homeland Security’s U.S. Computer Emergency Readiness Team (US-
CERT) that flagged a possible security breach of user information. OSHA identified one company that
may have been affected and notified the company of the issue. OSHA was concerned that personally
identifiable information (PII) may have been compromised. PII includes user names and passwords.

OSHA said that a complete scan was conducted
by the National Information Technology Center
(NITC), which confirmed there was no breach in
the data on the ITA and no information in the ITA
was compromised.

As part of the review, the entire OSHA website
was scanned. In addition, OSHA says it
implemented improvements to the site.

OSHA’s ITA is the portal through which
employers who are covered by the e-Reporting
requirements of the 2016 Improve Tracking of
Injuries and Illnesses final rule report their
workplace injury and illness data to the Agency.
The original reporting deadline was July 1, 2017;
however, on June 27, OSHA proposed a rule to
delay the reporting deadline until December 1,
2017.

 The initial submission delated until December 1,
2017 was to provide employers the same four-
month window to electronically submit their 2016
form 300A data, and;

 To provide the new administration the opportunity
to review the new electronic reporting
requirements prior to their implementation and to
decide whether to reconsider, revise, or remove
portions of the rule.

The challenges to the rule remain administratively
closed and stayed. Although the database is now
available, companies should wait to submit the
required information until closer to the deadline.

Southwire Globe Stake Lights
Fire Hazard
www.southwire.com

Target Room Essentials Dressers
Tip-Over & Entrapment Hazards
www.target.com

Nantucket Patio Set Chairs
Fall Hazard
www.christmastreeshops.com

Studio Fun Slap Bracelets/Storybooks
Laceration Hazard
www.studiofun.com

Ameriwood Home Chests of Drawers
Tip-Over & Entrapment Hazards
www.ameriwood.com

Kawasaki Brute Force 300 ATVs
Fire Hazard
www.kawasaki.com

American Honda Motocross Motorcycles
Crash & Injury Hazards
http://powersports.honda.com
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